Thank you for wanting to read this Crowd Fund Proposal from
ErsatzCoin and DotComs4Sale.com.
My name is Keith Ray Elam, age 61, and for the past 21
Years, I’ve lived in Mexico, Colombia, and Peru.
I’ve had a very hard time looking for a Place to live, and had to
resort to a Reality Agent once in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. The
owner refused to deal with me direct, so I know that I was
paying a extra 100 dollars for the rent, going through a Real
Estate Agent. The only other place to find a place to rent, was
on Craigslist, which the English Spoken People made a living
from it! But no one places ads on Craigslist anymore. I was
ripped off using Craigslist, 3 times!
DISCLAIMER:
As you know, Airbnb has been sued many times from people
who rent from Airbnb. Details Airbnb will be upset if I
mentioned some of the Lawsuits, they had to pay off, into the
Millions. I know for a fact, this might happen to me! I wrote to
Airbnb today, and asked them to buy my Spanish Real
Estate .Coms, but I have Carlos Slim, and many more
Booking Agents to contend to, if I do not raise any Funds with
ErsatzCoins, which I am the owner, and no one else is
Partners, only my Investors will be!
When I go on Airbnb, there are 20 places to rent in Cusco,
Peru! So, I found a New Apartment Complex that I am going to
Furnish and rent on my Websites, to make a few Bucks to pay
for my Rent, until I visit Cusco again. But!? There was no
where to Post my Rentals in Spanish on the Internet! I also
have many Contacts who can find other Landowners and

Rental Scouts to Post on my Spanish Websites! This
Investment for me, is the Most Popular City on Earth! Trust
me, if I had a place to rent my new Rentals online, I would
have! Walking for hours all over the Spanish World, reading
Spanish Fliers and making Phones calls, takes a Toll on an
Old Man like I! Haha, just a Joke! I like walking the Foriegn
Streets to ease the pain, and learn something new in Life to
look at!
OK, enough of the Jibber Jabbing! What is in it for the Crowd
Funder Investors!?
Each ErsatzCoin will cost you $10 USA Dollars. You can
Purchase as many as PayPal allows! Under $500 Dollars per
Purchase! Make sure it is a Purchase, so that you can dispute
any charges with me. If you think that I am your Brother in life,
a Gift can be great, I will use your money wisely! You will get
the extra ErsatzCoins, PayPal can never own! It is your money
your giving to me, not mine to spend! I have enough money to
live on in Life, in the Spanish World!
The Ersatz Funds will go towards advertising to Promote my
Spanish Real Estate .coms on Google Spanish and the other
Spanish Search Engines, also in USA, UK and Europe. Once
we get into a Foreign City, we will pay the Homeless to pass
out Fliers to each Home and Apartment Complex. Why
sponsor the Illuminati Local New Media Stations, around the
World!?
What I plan to do, is Guarantee both Renter and Property
Owner to be Protected. Which, it will be impossible to do, after
knowing about Airbnb’s History of Lawsuits. But, there are

ways to educate the Landowners and Renters about Fraud
and Abuse, but also make sure each Client is ID! There are
other ways to protect the ones who will Trust our Real Estate
Companies, but Airbnb and the rest of the Booking Companies
are listening in on us right now! Like the FEDS, and the ones
who are paid off, to shut down little people like me, who only
want our Freedom back again!
P.S. We will make sure, anyone who rents from .Coms4Sale
Websites, do not demand a Vaccine Passport, like all Booking
Agents will be doing one day! Most Spanish Nations Citizens
were forced to take the Deadly Vaccines that have killed many
that I have known! No Conspiracy Story that is coming from
my Mouth, only coming from my eyes and ears! And I saw
many who caught Covid, went home, knew what to do to cure
the Cold, and never saw a Doctor! No Conspiracy Story
coming from my Mouth, only coming from my eyes and ears!
But this is to insure, what Nations on Earth are allowing the
Non-Vaccinated to enter into their Vaccinated Nation, we will
keep the World posted! Best to go to your Doctor, told the Doc
that you caught Covid, while traveling, then being around
others who had it, and you never caught it again! There is my
Confession to my Government officials who want to throw me
in Jail, for refusing their Mandates! Bill Gates and the
Government officials who want to depopulate the Human
Race, using their Vaccines!? But they will kill you, one way, or
the other, by forcing you, where you can not work in Life, and
watch you starve to death, right in front of their eyes! Enough
venting out, maybe one day the World will get back to Normal
again, so I can see the World, and meet Landowners, who
we’ve helped save their Homes from being Confiscated by the
Central Bankster Gangsters, during their Lockdowns!

Many can not get a PayPal account, many have no means of
Funds to have a Bank Account in many Nations. This is why
we need walk in Call Centers! Landowners can come and pick
up their Money, renters can come in and pay for their Rent! If I
am not bought out, I will do my best, all Funds will be used in
Cash or Credit Cards!
PayPal for me, is the best way to rent online! Or buy to buy a
Airline Ticket, well, not all the time. I will be using this as a
Payment Method, and force both Landowner and Renter to
use PayPal for short term, for long term rentals, a Credit Card
must be used, for long term! Why!?
Airbnb does not Protect the Landowners or Renters! If one
was to damage a Home, or refuses to leave the Premises!
Landlords, like I once was, do not have the money try to evict
a tenant. A Credit Card can help!
I paid once for a Place on Airbnb, went to the Place, and it
was an Abandon Pizza Parlor! Took weeks to get my refund,
and what a waste of time, looking for a way to get a refund,
when there’s no way to get one on Airbnb! I had to use
PayPal! To get my Refund Back! But, today I was denied a
Refund from PayPal. Made me want to rethink using PayPal
again! I lost a lot of money from a Flight that was changed,
and I had to cancel the Flight! Makes you wonder, if Wall
Street Crooks were not involved!?
Also, the ErsatzCoin Funds will go towards opening up Call
Centers around the Major Cities in Spanish Nations, and also
in the USA, for the Spanish and English! Why Call Centers!?

To provide work for the People who were once Thieves on the
Streets! The Call Cenetrs are also Real Estate Agents! Mind
you!?
I went to a Spanish Real Estate Agent in LA. Paid 350 Dollars
for a List of Rentals, which were outdated! I know how to close
Fraud Businesses Down! Poor Mexicans in USA, who trust
Thieves! They would love my Spanish Real Estate .Coms! So
would I!
The Investors will get a 13% return from their Investments of
what .Coms4Sale makes on the Earnings each Year. Why so
little!? What happens if I get sued, like Airbnb has been Sued
many times!? They pay off Millions to keep their Name Clean!
Each Year you can cash out your Earnings, Invest in more
ErsatzCoins, or go travel the World, using ErsatzTokens to
pay for your rental, at a 50% discount, plus using the
ErstazTokens for Free Rentals, which in Reality the
ErstazTokens are ErsatzCoins. Eventually there will be a Cap
on this Crowd Fund, so that Investors can sell their
ErsatzCoins online to others! 100% of the Profits will go to
you, no Broker Fees will be charged, if you decide to cash out
on a Auction! I will post a Website, where others can Bid on
your ErsatzCoins when you want to cash out! We Guarantee,
if you can not sell them, you still have $10 dollars in your
Pocket. We will Guarantee all Investments, because the Wall
Street Crooks can not steal your money from you, nor can I!
I’m too afraid to, too much to lose in Life for my Children to
own one day! Over 430 .Coms, worth Tens of Millions? You
can not say this, about all of the CryptoCoins that have gone
Bankrupt, and that the Wall Street Crooks will have stolen

Trillions one day, because the CyrptoCoins was backup by, a
Electricity Bill, and the Word of Mouth!
If, anyone of the Investors invests over 100 ErsatzCoins, will
get a 50% Discount on the Rental Fees, around the World for
one Year! You can buy ErstazCoins up to one Year, then be
able to use the Discount the Following Year! You can use the
ErstazCoins to pay for the Rentals, so that you can have
places around the World to stay at one day, once the Word of
Mouth gets out to the Spanish World, and start renting their
Property to Tourists on my Spanish Real Estate Websites!
To be Honest with the ErsatzCoin Investors!?
This Crowd Funding is called a “Pump and Dumb Scheme!”
“You” will get rich, when I sell off the Spanish .Coms to Airbnb
for a few Hundred Million!
The more Funds that I can raise on Paper, the more the Value
my Spanish Real Estate becomes, for other Investors to invest
to Buy Off these Spanish Real Estate .coms
from .Coms4Sale!
If not, we are going to still expand around the World! We will
be looking for Landowners to even Pump Up the Value of your
ErsatzCoins! Our should I say, your Investments!
If you do not know what Erstaz stands for, look it up! I has
many meanings to it, which all apply to this ErsatzCoin! Great
name for all Cryptocurrency! But my CryptoCoin, the
HempCoin and the CannabisCoin, are the only Cryptocoins

that will have any Value one day! And will only increase in
Value, once the Presidents around the World get their heads
out of there Asses, and outlaw Fossil Fuels, and Legalize
Hemp again!
ErsatzCoin, is only Stock that is not owned by the Wall Street
Market! It will be a Promise Note that is written on a Piece of
Paper that you will personally own! But also the ErstazCoins
will be saved on Many Hard Drives and Servers, which you
can not say this about to other Cryptocurrency Coins on Earth!
If you are interested in Investing into these Real Estate
Spanish .Coms, here is the Contact email:
Invest@ErsatzCoin.com
NOTE: All of these Websites are online, and are ready to
accept Customers, once we get enough Landowners to attract
the ones like me, who want to find a nice place to rent in Life.
Mind you one thing, in life! All of these .coms, I have used
while traveling the World, but these .coms never existed, for
me to use and travel on! One day, I will stop asking for Funds
to make these Websites become a Reality, in the Spanish
World, and I will make this happen, because I just did….
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Mind you, Cusco is well known throughout the World! Real
Estate Cusco, is like owning a Gold Mine, if the Peru
Government does not demand Tourists to be Vaccinated,
which!? There are too many Blind Sheep, who follows the
governments’ Laws….

